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General remarks 

Registration with the Cytometry Facility, as well as attending the technical introduction by facility 

staff is a prerequisite to use the spectral analyzer. 

Questions / reporting technical problems: Emergencies: 

 
Feedback form 

   
    044 635 02 17 
    044 635 53 36 

Load 5 ml FACS tubes only! Sample volume per tube min. 200 µl max. 2 ml! 
Smaller volumes can be loaded by using micronic tube inserts in 5ml FACS tubes. 

Note: Dead volume is ca 50 μl for 5ml FACS tubes and ca 20 μl for micronic tubes. 

I. Task for the 1st user of the day  

 The first user of the day is responsible to check and empty the waste tank from the previous 

runs. The liquid has been decontaminated with bleach overnight and is safe to empty directly 

into the sink. Empty the tank, remove the magnetic tag from the tank and store the empty 

container next to the machine. 

II. Instrument startup 

1. Turn on the computer (button bottom right, on side of screen) and log in using your core 

domain user account. e.g. John Doe  user name = j.doe 

2. Turn on the air compressor under the table (switch on the back, top right corner). 

Manometer will show slightly below 80 psi, minimum required pressure: ca 60 psi 

3. Start the instrument on the “Power” button on the front panel  

(If no green light on instrument is visible, check the power circuit breaker located on top left 

side behind left side panel of the instrument, note that side panel has a magnetic door lock.) 

4. Start SP6800 software and log in with the shared user account: 

                              Account: sonyuser Password: sonyuser1 

5. Priming wizard will open automatically if you are the first user on a given day. Click “Next”. 

Priming (ca 5 min) is required to start up and stabilize system pressure and fluidics. 

If you are not the first user of the day priming is not strictly required.  

If the system has been on, but resting for more than 30 min a system prime is recommended 

to remove air from the sample needle  Manual priming in the top menu under “Cytometer”. 

III. Quality control: Align Check QC = Daily QC (Run 1x per day) and 

Performance QC (min. 1x weekly QC for standardization) 

 On the vertical “QC” tab on the left select “Align Check” check history for last run if required 

proceed to run Align Check QC  Indicate bead lot  Run QC.  

If available, use previously prepared AlignCheck bead tube from the fridge or prepare a fresh 

tube according to the instructions in the wizard. Return beads to the fridge. 

 Optional: You can additionally run a Performance Check QC, recommended minimum once 

per week. Check history, run QC if required, follow the instructions in the wizard. 

Note: Regular Performance Check QC is required for Standardization Mode.  

 Important: Run “Probe wash” under “Cytometer” tab, otherwise you will see carry-over of 

the QC beads in your experiment! 

 If QC fails with “event number not reached” go to IX. Troubleshooting 
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IV. Create experimental set up 

Note: Alternatively you can choose to not use the spectral library and turn to the “Preparation” tab 

to create a new experiment by clicking on “Experiment Template” and select “Blank template” or 

use a previous experiment template available under “My Experiments”.  

1. On the vertical “Preparation” tab select “Spectral Library”  

2. You now have the option to either (a) load reference spectra from your spectral library if 

you have previously added single stains to the spectral library or (b) to acquire new single 

stains or (c) use a combination of (a) and (b).  

If you use strategy (a) or (c), ensure that the previously recorded reference spectra are 

suitable for your current experiment and that they are still up to date. Stain performed on 

same cell type or beads? Fixed or unfixed? Same clone and lot of antibody as current 

experiment? Unstable or tandem dye fluorochromes? Etc.   

3. Type fluorochrome names of single stains you wish to acquire newly into the search 

window to add them to the bottom box 

4. Select “Single stain controls” at the bottom of the window to generate the experiment to 

record your single stain controls. 

5. Indicate if you have a common unstained control or several unstained controls e.g. included 

in your compensation beads. 

6. Follow the wizard closely  

7. To configure initial settings load single stain sample as “Preview”: 

 Sample flow rate (start with maximum 50, it is not recommended to exceed 50% if 

higher than 50%  QC stability via Flow point. Under stable conditions cells are 

expected to appear centrally slightly above the horizontal line. Beads should appear 

centrally at the level of the horizontal line. Slight deviations are acceptable, constant 

changes in position cause broad signals. Filter your sample and reduce flow rate to 

improve stability. Note: Flow rate cannot be changed during recording! 

 Adjust FSC/SSC scaling of axes to observe your cells on scale e.g. with unstained 

control, only reduce FSC/SSC gain settings if scaling and zooming does not bring cells 

on scale.  

Note: Default gain 17 = max gain, set as high as possible, but avoid too many signals 

on axes. 

 Adjust “Fluorescence PMT voltage gain” to match each single stains.  

Note: You can use a different PMT setting for each single stain. 

Set as high as possible while avoiding clipped signals (detector saturation warning 

indicated as saturation rate in % green or red).  

Rule of thumb: Brightest signals for cells max at 2-3*10 

8. After recording your single stains, adjust positive and negative gates in the wizard as 

required, click “Calculate” to calculate reference spectra. 

9. Check the quality of the calculated reference spectra, does the result match the expected 

fluorochrome emission? If not, adjust gating in single stains and calculate again. 

10. Ensure to add calculated reference spectra to the spectral library by clicking on the 

unmixing tab  Add to spectral library!  

11. Optional: You now have the option to mark desired previously recorded spectral references 

in the library section and add them to the bottom experimental layout box to create an 

experiment. 

12. Select “Experiment Designer” to create an experiment to record your samples. 
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13. Select “Standardization Mode” unless you have previously determined that this mode is not 

suitable for your very bright or dim signals. 

14. If desired add experiment specific plots to the default plots via “Worksheet Tools” to 

visualize your data.  

Default plots: FSC/SSC, spectrum plot 488 laser, spectrum plot 638/405 laser, flow point. 

15. Make sure you have filtered and vortexed your samples well. 

Filter your samples using a filter mesh size appropriate for your cell size to remove larger 

aggregates (generally ca 35 – 70 µm). 

16. To configure initial settings load sample as “Preview”: 

 Sample flow rate (It is recommended to not exceed 50% if higher than 50%  QC 

stability via Flow point. Under stable conditions cells are expected to appear centrally 

slightly above the horizontal line. Beads should appear centrally at the level of the 

horizontal line. Slight deviations are acceptable, constant changes in position cause 

broad signals. Filter your sample and reduce flow rate to improve stability. Note: Flow 

rate cannot be changed during recording! 

 Adjust FSC/SSC scaling of axes to observe your cells on scale e.g. with unstained 

control, only reduce FSC/SSC gain settings if scaling and zooming does not bring cells 

on scale.  

Note: Default gain 17 = max gain, set as high as possible, but avoid too many signals 

on axes. 

 Adjust “Fluorescence PMT voltage gain” with brightest sample 

Note: you can use different PMT voltages from your single stains! 

Set as high as possible while avoiding clipped signals (detector saturation warning 

indicated as saturation rate in % green or red).  

Rule of thumb: Brightest signals for cells max at 2-3*105, remember that beads are 

often brighter than cells! 

 Set threshold value (standard on FSC) 

 Set Stop condition (Total events or time) or Stop gate (optional). 

17. Load samples via “Preview”  wait for stable fluidics after initial sample boost (ca 3-5 sec). 

18. Record data via “Acquire”. 

19. Stop sample acquisition before air is introduced into the sample needle, the system has no 

bubble detector! If this happens perform a “Probe wash” to expel air. 

20. Add tubes as required. Note: “New tube” will create new tube with worksheet containing 

only the 3 default plots, “Duplicate tube” will create tube with previously added plots. You 

can copy and paste worksheet layouts between tubes via “right click  copy  paste  

Worksheet” 

Note: Precious samples can be loaded in micronic tubes inserted into 5ml FACS tubes to 

reduce dead volume to ca 20 μl. You can choose to load samples and directly record via 

“Acquire” without waiting for fluidics stabilization. This requires data post processing to gate out 

initial boost via the time stamp, otherwise, false positive signals are generated as artifacts of 

this boost.  

Analogously: If air is recorded accidently at the end of the acquisition, make sure to gate this 

out via the time stamp. 

21. Click “Close Experiment” on experiment tab  Go to “Analysis” tab. 
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V. Fluorescence unmixing 

 If you used the spectral library tool and have loaded spectral reference curves simply click 

“apply” in the unmixing window of the software to display unmixed data. 

 If desired use spectral reference adjuster to manually correct unmixing. 

 Optional: If you are not using the spectral library tool: 

o Select unstained sample tube, gate on negative population of unstained 

control and set this gate for “Unstained sample” in “Unmixing pane” via drop 

down. 

o Specify positive and negative for each fluorochrome based on single stains: 

o Select single stain tube and gate on population of interest in FSC/SSC plot 

 gate A (optional for pregating on population of interest) 

o Use the spectral plot of the relevant laser line to gate on the positive 

fluorochrome signal (display only population A if pregated) and create a 

spectral plot displaying gate B.  

E.g. Right click on gate B “Create child plot”  “Spectral plot” 

With correct gating the child plot should show only the positive spectrum of 

the fluorochrome and no background. 

o Repeat for negative background component in the spectrum of the recorded 

single stain  gate C. 

o Specify positive and negative gates in unmixing pane for each single stain 

control via dropdown. 

o Repeat for all single stain controls. 

o Click calculate to create unmixing table 

o Check shape of each reference spectrum at bottom of unmixing table, if 

necessary adjust gates until correct reference spectrum shape is obtained. 

o Click “Apply” to apply spectral unmixing  “Apply” button turns blue and 

active algorithm is displayed on right upper side of each plot as WLSM. 

o Check spectral unmixing results: 

o Open Reference Spectrum Adjuster in Analysis tab 

o Adjust biexponential scaling for every fluorochrome, check and adjust if 

necessary 

For more details check Operator’s guide in Sony software under “?” 

VI. Wet Cart Handling 

 Refilling sheath fluid/DI water and waste:  

o When prompted by the software, refill sheath tank with sterile PBS from the 

10L bags Gibco PBS sterile according to the wizard instructions on the 

Cytometer tab “Refill Tank”.  

o Reconnect tank to wetcart tubing (air and sheath line). 
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VII. Data Export 

 Only data stored on the server are secured by a backup. Data stored in the Sony database 

can be deleted without notice. 

Every user is responsible for securing their data directly after their measurement. 

 If you have created several unmixing set-ups, ensure you have selected the final unmixing set-

up when exporting fcs files. 

Always rename your experiment files (e.g. with date and your initials). 

 Export your data as .fcs files AND experiments (File  database  Export) to your fcf-files 

folder on our server. Exporting experiments enable you to post process spectral unmixing in 

the Sony software on our VMs. 

 Export experimental templates to the server to have a backup copy after that please delete 

your experiments from the Sony software at the instrument. 

 For safety reasons the use of USB sticks is blocked. Check “Data Management & Access” 

under “IT Infrastructure” on our website for more information. 

VIII. Handover / Cleaning / Shutdown 

 Check the booking system if somebody is booked after you.  

 The instrument must be cleaned after every user. If you are running problematic samples, you 

might have to additionally clean in between your samples to avoid clogging. 

 Between different users of the day: 

a) After acquiring your samples run 5 min FACSClean at 100% flow rate 

b) Perform “manual cleaning” 1x with FACSClean and 1x with DI water under Cytometer tab 

Don’t overfill cleaning tubes! Max. 2 ml per tube. Splashes damage the tube sensor! 

c) Close the Sony Software. 

d) Log out of the computer. Please note that your log out time may be used for billing. 

e) Leave instrument and computer running for the next user. 

f) Clean the work area – don't leave used tubes, gloves, etc. behind 

 Last user of the day: 

a) After acquiring your samples run 5 min FACSClean at 100% flow rate  

b) Select “Hardware shutdown” on cytometer tab  “Daily cleaning” 

c) Run FACSClean and DI water as instructed by the wizard  

Don’t overfill cleaning tubes! Max. 2 ml per tube. Splashes damage the tube sensor! 

d) Instrument powers off automatically after daily cleaning routine. 

If power button on Sony remains green, press it for >10 sec to power down 

e) Close the software and shut down the computer.  

f) Switch off the air compressor under the table (switch on the back, top right corner). 

g) Clean the work area – don't leave used tubes, gloves, etc. behind. 
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IX. Trouble shooting 

 Perform “Probe wash” or “Priming” if instrument has been in standby for more than 30 min 

 No events when loading beads or sample or error message “not enough events recorded” 

during QC procedure: 

Sample line may be blocked (cells or tubing sticking together after longer periods of closed 

pinch valve) 

If samples have been run successfully before blockage occurred: 

 On “Cytometer” tab perform “Probe wash” followed by “Manual cleaning” with 

FACSClean and water 

 Observe if liquid level in tube drops during cleaning (ca 1 cm) 

If error occurs already during QC before samples were run: 

 On “Cytometer” tab perform “Priming” up to 5 times 

 In between primes perform “Manual Cleaning” using water to check if sample line has 

opened up by observing if liquid level in tube drops during cleaning.  

 

Note: Any violation of these rules will result in penalty points (see SOP “Penalty points”)! 


